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ACCESS FOR DISABLED PEOPLE

"NEW COMMITTEE FOR ENGLAND IS AM EXCITING ENTERPRISE" - TONY NEWTON

"The new Access Committee for' England is an exciting enterprise" said Tony Newton,

Minister for the Disabled, today when he attended the first meeting of the Committee.

"It brings together experts from many different fields to tackle one of the major

concerns of disabled people. It will be a national focal point for access matters

throughout the country."

The overall aim of the Committee which is funded by DHSS, but independent of

Government, is to achieve a more accessible environment for all disabled people so

that they can join in the everyday Life of the community to the fullest extent.

It has been set up after consultation with over 300 national and local organisations,

co-ordinated by the Centre on Environment for the Handicapped, the voluntary organisation

providing the base for the Committee.

Major concerns have emerged as priorities for consideration - to foster the

establishment of local access groups; to encourage the appointment by every local

authority oC a designated access officer; to promote the effective implementation

of access legislation; to ensure that new buildings are made accessible and existing

ones adapted; and to tackle both physical barriers and attitudes which lead to access

problems.

Mr Arthur Goldthorpe, QBE, Chairman of ACE, emphasised at the meeting that there

was an urgent need to link 20th Century technology to building standards for access

so that eventually such- an input became an assumed part of any planning programme.

"3ut there is a long way to go" he warned. "Many new developments are still designed

to 19th Century concepts. The freedom of choice and the dignity of independence we

want for all disabled people in the 21st Century must be constructively promoted now."



NOTE FOR EDITORS

The maximum membership of the Committee is 25. Members will serve in an individual

capacity (except for representatives of appropriate professional bodies) and will be

drawn from those who shape the environment and from disabled people themselves. There will
also beanumber of observer- to the committee from relevant Government departments

and outside bodies.

For further details, please contact John Dobinson, Director of the Committee, or

Sarah Langton-Lockton, Director of CEH: joint address - 126 Albert Street,

London NW1 7NF; tel: 01-482 2247.


